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Abstract: Geographcal Information Systems (GIs) and three dimemional (3D) World Wide Web (WWW) 
applications usage are on the rise. The demand for online 3D terrain visualization has increased not just for 
caJtographers, geographers, geologists and psychologists but also popular among the o rdnaq  people. The 
aim of study was to determine that how online 3D terrain visualization could be employed using the most 
appropriate GIs software by findng the applicable web sewer to launch the system. The Virtual Reality Markup 
Language (VRML) was used as the file format for visualizing 3D terrain in online environments. For that 
purpose, two experiments were conducted in these studes. First experiment involved the comparison of VRML 
output from four different GIs software in terms of terrain visualization quality (bad, acceptable, better) and data 
file size (VRML original, VRML compress and image). The techmque of 3D terrain draped withsatellite imageries 
was involved in these experiments. The Arc GIs 9.2 software was found to be the best GIs software which 
produced promising results with high quality of terrain visualization. Second experiment involved on finding 
the best web sewers by comparing four selected web sewers at dfferent locations for launchng the system 
online. The Spatial Research Group web sewer whch is located close to the testing environment found to be 
the best. This is because it has the best value and fastest time for most of the tests being done. Therefore, these 
findings are useful in guiding the developers to choose the most suitable GIs software for developing online 
3D terrain visualization. It is also could assists the developers to choose the applicable web sewer for the 
development of online 3D terrain visualization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the new ways of visualizing terrain 
information especially in 3D environments are moving 
fo~ward to web based system. This is due to the 
emergence of new generation of geo-browsers such as 
Google Earth, Microsoft Vimal Earth andNASA's World 
Wind (Sipes, 2007). Many people currently depend on 
these geo-browsers for their daily work and also for 
decision making purpose. For this reason, the number of 
internet users and its technology has also been increased 
dramatically. Terrain visualization is an impodant 
component of geo-browser application which makes the 
worldvisualized in 3D environments that's allow the users 
to see, explore and understand the spatial features of the 
E d  Surface (Patterson, 2001). Other than that, for 
representing and analyzing 3D worldmore enhanced and 
advanced tools is need as the number of applications is 
increased (Zlatanova et al., 2002). That is why the 
research on online 3D terrain visualization has drawn 
interests by many researchers. Many researchers utilized 
Vlmwl Reality Markup Language (VRML) as their 
file format for implementing online 3D terrain 
visualization (Basic and Nuantawee, 2004; Beard, 2006; 
Honjo and Lim, 2001; Huirong et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 
2006). VRML is fundamentally a 3D interchange format 
whch is designed for visualizing 3D objects in web based 
environments (Carey and Bell, 1997). It is also a tools 
whch has been proven to be useful for reality modeling, 
producing 3D animations and interactive mapping 
(Basic and Nuantawee, 2004). T h s  is the reason why 
VRML has used in t h ~ s  study for the output format. 
O'Hagan et a1 (2008) repoded Arc Scene software has 
capability on exporting their output into 3D with 
VRMLlX3D format but the results of 3D models show a 
very large file. This is the reason why this study 
investigates on terrain visualization quality of the VRML 
files and file size (VRML and image) for terrain model 
developed from GIs software. Some of the research on 
reducing the size of terrain data by using compression 
techmque has been conducted by Pradhan et al. 
(2006a, b, 2007a, b) for offline environments. Besides that, 
one of the demands for online 3D terrain visualization was 
real time capability of the system. By utilizmg the VRML, 
the techniques such as level of details, tiles technique, 
progressive techmque and selective visualization was 
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introduced by researchers to acheve real-time 
visualization (Araya et al., 2002; Beard 2006; 
Huirong et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2003). Other than that, 
VRML format also can be used as an effective stimulus for 
landscape assessment (included terrain data) (Lim et al., 
2006). Interms of terrain visualization, VRML is still viable 
for creation of terrainvisualization (MaJtinez et al., 2010). 
This m e m  that VRML still a valid environments for 
implementing 3D visualization especially for terrain 
visualization. Therefore, until now, many researches use 
VRML as their tools for 3D visualization due to its high 
performance language. However, there is still limited 
researches conducted to measure the capability of VRML 
in web based environment especially in different web 
sewers. The 3D information like 3D terrain can be 
easily transferred through internet by using VRML 
(Hoqo and Lim, 2001). 
Ths  study is categorized in Geographical Information 
Systems (GIs) and Remote Sensing (RS). Many 
researchers have utilized both technologies in many 
applications (Al-Mashreki et al., 2010; Al-Dakheel et al., 
2009; Albaji et al., 2008; Reddy et al., 2008; El-Nahq and 
Khashaba, 2006; Dhaimat and Shawabkeh, 2006; 
Bolca et al., 2005). GIs can be defined as a set of tools or 
technology which is using for storing, 
collecting, retrieving and transforming spatial data 
(Moghaddam et al., 2007). Initially h s  study used Digital 
Elevation Models (DEM) for the terrain data. DEM is a 
digital representation of terrain topography of the eaJth 
surface and it is actually forming by several points 
defined in 3D CaJtesian space (x, y, z) (Dinesh, 2008; 
Tagil and Jenness, 2008). T h s  study also involved image 
draping techmque over GIs layer (terrain) with attribute 
information using GIs Software (Limp, 2000). T h s  
technique was first introduced by Brodlie (1992) and 
being applied by many researchers for implementing 
online 3D terrain, visualization. For example, 
Ruzinoor et a1 (2009a, b, 2008a, b, 2010a, b) have applied 
this technique for extemive study on online 3D terrain 
visualization. While, G ~ u e n  and Roditakis (2003) had 
modeled and visualize the Mount Everest using VRML 
format. They are using aerial image data and Digital 
Terrain Model overlaid together. Several visualization 
software such as Cosmoplayer, Vimal GIs 8.4, 
Terrainview, Skyline and Maya 2.5 had been tested to 
visualize the data. It was found that not all software could 
be used to visualize such a huge amount of data. For 
example Cosmoplayer cannot pe~form walk through of the 
data. MaJtinez et a1 (2010) used ohophotograph 
overlaid with Digital Terrain Elevation Model (DTEM) to 
produce online 3D terrain visualization using VRML and 
graphic engine. Appleton et a1 (2002) used image 
draping technique to overlay Landsat image with 3D 
representation of terrain Digital Elevation Model (DEM). 
Three selected software Landscape Explorer 2000, 
VIrtualGIS v8.4 and 3D analyst has been used to perform 
the technique. The assessment of image drape software 
capabilities are made based on ease of data impod, terrain 
surface, navigation, drape image quality, 3D objects and 
sky. These assessments were made based on the output 
from the software but not in VRML format. T h s  is 
different from the study u n d e d e n  in this study, where 
the main aim of this study is to investigate the best GIs 
software on producing VRML outputs and the best web 
sewers for implementing online 3D terrain visualization. 
ONLINE 3D TERRAIN VISUALIZATION 
This study involved two experiments whch were 
conducted separately. The first experiment involves 
only one web sewer and the second experiment 
involves four different web sewers. The details on 
how the experiments were conducted are explained in the 
next section. Both experiments involve 3D terrain 
visualization in online environment. The technique used 
for developing online 3D terrain visualization involved 
image draping techmque and utilizing VRML for 
creating the file whch can be rendered online by 
launching into the web servers. The data involved in this 
study was the contour data and satellite data of Universiti 
Putra Malaysia (UPM). The contour data was provided by 
the DepaJtment of Survey and Mapping Malaysia 
(JUPEM) and the satellite data was provided by Taman 
Pertanian Universiti UPM. Other than that both of the 
experiments involved the VRML file compression. The 
Chisel software developed by Trapezium development 
LLC and addtiom by Michael N. Louka was used for h s  
purpose (HRVC, 2008). The user needs to make sure that 
the file is not larger than 100 MB in order to be 
compressed by this software. T h s  software can 
compress the file up to 80% from the original VRML file 
size. The basic model to implement the online system is 
shown in Fig. 1 
The method of online 3D terrain visualization staJted 
with identifying the areas that need to be visualized. In 
this stage, users need to identify the location of their data 
that they want to visualize. Next stage is preparing 
contour and imaging data from geographical indication 
means. At this stage, the users should already have the 
contour data and satellite image data for preparing the 
data accordng to the area of interest. Then the data is 
processed to produce data layers. In h s  stage, the 
contour data is conveded into appropriate format of 3D 
terrain such as Digital ElevationModel (DEM) (grid) or 
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Fig. 1: Basic model of online 3D terrain visualization 
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). T h s  data is then 
overlaid with satellite image and expoded into online 
format (such as VRML). Lastly, the data layers (VRML) 
are compressed and organized properly to be presented in 
a web environment. Based on these basic models, online 
3D terrain visualization is performed for conducting the 
two experiments mentioned before. 
Experiment 1: Comparison of different types of GIS 
software for online 3D terrain visualization: In this 
experiment four selected GIs software were chosen which 
are R2V, ERDAS, Arc GIs 9.2 and ENVI. The reason of 
selecting of all these software is due to their popularity in 
GIs market. Most of the GIs users use the all these 
software in their work. The scope of the experiment is only 
based on 3D terrain draped with satellite imageries. In 
order to apply this techmque, each of software has its 
own method but basically still followed the basic models 
that explained before. Two types of terrain format used in 
this study are DEM and TIN. This 3D terrain data was 
overlaid with h g h  resolution satellite image 
(QUICKBIRD). The output of th~s  data (VRML) was used 
for experiments. The elements of comparison are based on 
terrain visualization quality and file size data file size 
(VRML original, VRML compress and image). The 
software whch  has lower file size with high quality of 
terrain visualization is selected as the best software for 
implement~ng online 3D terrain visualization. For example 
Appleton et a1 (2002) measured the image drape quality 
into two categories whch is good and excellent. However, 
in this study, the quality of terrain visualization measured 
into three major categories which are better, acceptable 
and bad. Better means that the quality of visualization 
image is excellent. T h s  includes all of the objects imide 
the visualization image can be recognized easily, no 
blurring image, could ~ u n  on more than two VRML 
viewers and smooth terrain data. Acceptable m e m  that 
the quality of visualization image is good where some of 
the objects inside the visualization image can be 
recognized some blurring image and the terrain data is 
relatively smooth. Lastly, bad means that the quality of 
visualization image is bad where almost all objects imide 
the visualization image cannot be recognized, blurring 
image, and the terrain data not smooth. 
Data preparation: The data used in t h ~ s  experiment 
consist of contour data and satellite image data of UPM. 
The interval between each contour line is 5 m. The 
projection used in this data was the Rectified Skew 
OIthomorphic (RSO) Penimular Malaysia. The contour 
line of UPM was in a DXF file. The R2V software can 
easily read this data and conved it directly into DEM or 
grid. But for Arc GIs 9.2, t h ~ s  data needs to be conveded 
into SHF files first before it can be read. R2V software is 
used to conved the DXF data into SHP files for fiuther 
processing. The satellite image~y used in this experiment 
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was the QUICKBIRD (0.6 m resolution). The projection 
used for this satellite image data is the same as contour 
line data, which is in RSO format. In order to fit with the 
contour line data, h s  satellite image data need to be 
clipped so that it covers the same area as the contour line 
data. But before it can be clipped this data needs to be 
conveded into Geo TIFF format. The Global Mapper 
software was used for this purpose. Then PC1 Geomatica 
V 9.1 is used to clip the data into the same area as the 
contour line data. The coordnates for UPM are measured 
first from the contour line data and then this information 
was used in PC1 Geomatica software for clipping the data. 
Finally, the data was saved in TIFF format. 
Implementation on different GIS software: The first 
implementation staJted with R2V software. The data from 
the preparation stage was in 3D DEM grid format. T h s  
data was then draped with satellite images. Lastly, the 
data was expoded into the VRML file. The process of 
draping image staded with opening the 3D file in DEM 
format by using the pull down menu. The satellite image 
data was then opened in TIFF format. These satellite 
images are then draped over 3D DEM surface by using 
the Image Drape functions. The output of this process 
was the block of 3D terrain visualization. This output is 
then conveded into a VRML file using the Expod 
functiom tools. T h s  VRML data is now ready to be used 
in online 3D terrain visualization. 
The second implementation continued with ERDAS 
software. The data is in SHF file format after it completing 
the data preparation stage. Using Arc GIs, h s  data was 
then conveded into raster TIN (GRID format). To create 
the VRML file, first need to open the VimalGIS Viewer. 
Then, the raster TIN file was opened as GRD format. The 
next step is by opening the satellite image (TIFF format) 
as Raster Layer. The Raster optiom will automatically 
check the Raster overlay. After that, the satellite images 
were draped automatically over the 3D terrain surface. The 
data is then conveded into VRML file using the expod 
functions tools. T h s  VRML data is now ready to be use 
in online 3D terrain visualization. 
The third implementation continued with Arc GIs 9.2 
software. The processes began with opening the SHP file 
of the terrain data and then conveded it into TIN format. 
Now the terrain data is in 3D format and can be viewed in 
3D. At h s  stage, some of the 3D analyst functiom can be 
performed to h s  data, such as shading the different 
heights with dfferent colours. The next step was adding 
the satellite image (TIFF format) to the project. To overlaid 
the Terrain data (TIN) with satellite images, the properties 
of the satellite image layer were opened. The base heights 
were obtained from the TIN surface created earlier. Now 
the user can view the 3D terrain overlaid with satellite 
image on their screen. The data is then conveded into 
VRML file using the Expod Scene functiom tools. This 
VRML data is now ready to be used in the online system. 
The fourth implementation continued with ENVl 
software. The process begim by opening the satellite 
image and then continued with loading the RGB data from 
the available band list. T h s  was done by selecting the 
topographc and then 3D SurfaceView. After that, the 
input bands were selected, either R or G or B and 
proceeded with 3D SurfaceView Input Parameters. Any 
DEM resolution can be chosen from 64 to 512. The 
Vertical Exaggeration was set to be 1.0 and lastly 
proceeded with load~ng the 3D Su~faceView. Now the user 
canview the 3D terrain draped with satellite image in their 
screen. The data is then converted into VRML file. This 
VRML data is now ready to be used in online system. 
Results of experiment 1: The results kom h s  experiment 
were obtained by comparing the quality of terrain 
visualization produced by the four different GIs software 
in terms of the VRML files. Four VRML file has been 
launched into Spatial Research Group Web sewer to make 
it available for public to give their comments about output 
of VRML data. Figure 2 a-d show the results from four 
experiments being conducted. The output of first 
experiment for R2V can be found at address: 
"http://spatial.upm.edu.my/webupm/r2v3d.wrl" Figure 2a 
shows the image of h s  experiment. It shows that the 
quality of terrain visualization is bad. T h s  is because 
almost all objects imide the visualization image cannot be 
recognized at all. It produced blurring image and also has 
distortiom image almost everywhere inside the 
visualization image. The terrain data produced from h s  
software is smooth but with unbelievable height where 
some of the height is not right. The good h n g  is that the 
terrain visualization was in solid block (3D) as compared 
to other VRML outputs from other GIs software which 
only produced pseudo 3D (25D view). In term of file size, 
the software produced hghest of original VRML file 
whch  is 11,588 kb embed together with image compared 
to others GIs software. When it was compressed, the 
VRML file size reduced to 536 kb (Table 1). Therefore, 
based on these criteria, it is found that R2V software is 
not suitable for producing VRML file in online 3D terrain 
visualization. 
The output of second experiment for ERDAS 
software can be accessed from the address: 
"http://spatial.upm.edu.my/webupm/erdas.wrl" Figure 2b 
shows the result of the experiment. In h s  case, the 
quality of terrain visualization is also bad. T h s  is because 
almost all objects imide the visualization image cannot be 
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
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visualization image is very difficult to interpret. For 
example the road inside the image displayed as a long 
bumper and some areas w i h n  the image which are 
supposed to be flat are seen as covered by hilly areas. 
The image also blurred in some area. The terrain data 
produced from h s  software is relatively smooth where 
some of the area showing as hilly area even it's not hlly. 
In terms of file size, the software produced the original 
VRML file with 11,150 kb and embedded together with the 
image. T h s  is not good because this will slow the 
rendering time. When it was compressed, the VRML file 
size reduced to 4,083 kb. This is the biggest file size as 
compared to VRML compressed file produced from other 
GIs software (Table 1). Based on all these criteria, ENVI 
software was not suitable software for producing VRML 
file to be used in online 3D terrain visualization. T h s  is 
because the VRML file after compression is still larger 
than 1 Mb. Therefore, the time taken for rendering the 
scene in online environment is longer and slower. 
Table 1 shows the comparison of dfferent output 
produced from four GIs software based on the quality of 
terrainvisualization and file size (VRML andimage) before 
and after compression. 
Furthermore, the experiments on comparing different 
types of VRML viewers for view~ng the outputs from each 
of the GIs software output was performed. The reason is 
that there are many free VRML viewers available in the 
market. For these experiments, five VRML viewers 
Codona, Flux Player, Cosmo World, Demotride and Bit 
Management are being chosen for testing. Each of VRML 
viewers has its own advantage and disadvantages. The 
aim of these experiments was only to investigate whch 
VRML viewers could nm the output obtained from GIs 
software. The criteria for the best VRML viewer were the 
viewer whch could~unthe outputs from all GIs software. 
Based on the testing being done, it was found that not all 
VRML outputs from GIs software could be nm in VRML 
viewers. Table 2 shows the result of the testing. For 
example the VRML outputs produced by ERDAS only 
could be nm on Codona but the others VRML viewer 
could not produce any outputs from the VRML data. The 
best VRML viewer among five was Codona. T h s  viewer 
produced outputs from all GIs software R2V, Arc GIs, 
ERDAS and also ENVI. T h s  result could help the users 
on finding the best VRML viewer whch could nm the 
outputs from any GIs software. 
In summaq online 3D terrain visualization can be 
deployed by using any GIs software. The reason is that 
almost all GIs software test in h s  study has a capability 
on expohng their output into VRML file. But not all GIs 
will produce high quality of terrain visualization and also 
smaller VRML file size. The file size is smaller because 
some of the software produced separate file of VRML and 
Table 2: Comparison of different W viewer for viewing the output of 
online 3D telrain visualization 
GIS software 
W viewer R2V ERDAS Arc GIs 9.2 ETdI 
Cntona Run Run Run Run 
Bit management Run No ouput Run Run 
Flux player Run No ouput Run No ouput 
Cosmoplayer Run Noouput Noouput Noouput 
Demotride N O O U P U ~  N O O U P U ~  N O O U P U ~  N O O U P U ~  
image file like Arc GIs and ERDAS. Some software 
produced embeds file where both of VRML file and image 
embed together llke R2V andENVI software. The lower file 
size make the rendering time faster in online environment. 
In this experiment, from all four GIs software tested the 
Arc GIs 9.2 was found to be the best because it produced 
better quality of terrain visualization as compared to 
others. The terrain is also smooth and most of the objects 
in the 3D surface can be recognized easily. This software 
also produces separate file (VRML and image) with 
smaller file size. The output kom Arc GIs 9.2 will be used 
in the next experiment. It also can be concluded that not 
all VRML file produced from GIs software can be nm in 
any VRML viewer and not all VRML viewer can nm the 
VRML output from any GIs software. 
Experiment 2: Comparison of different types of web 
servers for online 3D terrain visualization: The most 
impodant criteria for implementing online 3D terrain 
visualization were the web sewers used. The most 
impodant source of information and sewices in h s  new 
era was web sewers. Most of the web sewers are 
expected to sewe millions of tramactiom request per day. 
Due to this, it will affect on its performance for dfferent 
levels of l o a h  (Lu and Gokhale, 2006). For that reason, 
in the second experiment we tried to seek investigation on 
finding the best performance of web sewers for 
implementing online 3D terrain visualization. The web 
sewers were used to upload the VRML file and also 
launchng the online system. The basic criteria on 
measuring the performance of web sewer was loading 
time, CPU usage and frame rate per second (fps). The best 
web sewers should have the high speed during the data 
loading and also lower CPU usage and hgher frame rate 
per second (fps) during online rendering. All of these 
basic criteria were used in h s  experiment to measure the 
performance of web sewers with dfferent number of users 
accessing the web sewers synchronously. In h s  
experiment, four selected web sewers were chosen whch 
were Spatial Research Group Sewer in UPM, Universiti 
Utara Malaysia (UUM) web sewer, ~uzinoormy web 
sewer and Fodunecity free web sewer. The &stance of 
each web sewer from the testing place was different. 
The data used in h s  experiment is similar with the 
first experiment. It consisted of contour data and satellite 
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data of UPM. Arc Map was used to crop the contour data 
from the original Sri Kembangan data and R2V software 
was used for editing the height value of the data. This 
data was saved in SHF files. The satellite imageIy in h s  
experiment was also QUICKBIRD (0.6 m resolution). PC1 
Geomatica V 9.1 was used to clip the satellite data to be 
the same area as the contour line data. Lastly, the data 
was saved in TIFF format. This process continued with 
draping satellite images over 3D terrain data. Finally the 
data was saved in VRML files and compressed by chisel 
software. Based on the feedbacks from the first 
experiment it was found that the VRML outputs produced 
from Arc GIs 9.2 was the best to be used in online 3D 
terrain visualization. This data is ready to be uploaded 
and launched into web sewers. 
Table 3: Specitications of spatial research group web s m e r  
Spatial research moup Web s m e r  
Domain hUp://spatial.upm.edu.~ 
Location Spatial Lab W M  
Provider W M  
Type Windows S m e r  (XAMP) 
7.967.95 0 IXiceholus 
I Out of d i c e  how 
1.69 
SRG Rudnm UUM Fmhmmity 
Web servers 
Implementation on different web servers: Four web 
sewers were employed in hs study which were Spatial Fig  3: LOadng time in dfferent web sewers 
Research Group Web Sewer in UPM, mzinoormy Web 
Sewer in Petaling Jaya, UUM Webcube Web Sewer and same action which is walk through into the surface of 3D 
terrain in online environment. The specifications of the Fodunecity web sewer. The location of Spatial Research 
Laptop computer used for the experiments are Intel Core Group Web Sewer was inside the testing environment. 
The second web sewer Ruzinoormy was located 20 km Duo Processor with 1.66 GHz, 2 Gb DDR2 memoIy, 60 Gb 
from the location of testine and then the h r d  web sewers 
hard disk and Intel Graphcs Media Accelerator 950. - 
UUM webcube web sewer located 496 km from the 
testing location. The fourth web servers Fortunecity 
web sewer was located far away from testing 
location which is in New York, United States. The 
VRML data need to be uploaded and launched into 
these four web sewers for conducting this 
experiment. The specification of these four web sewers 
are shown in Table 3. 
The VRML data for first web sewer was launched 
into address "http://spatial.upm.edu.my/mzinoor 
/webupm/arcgis3d.wrl". The VRML data for the second 
web sewer was launched into address 
"http://wm.mzinoor.my/webupm-/arcgis3d.wrl" The 
VRML data for the third web sewer was launched into 
address "http://staf.uum.edu.my/~uzinoor/webupm/ 
arcgis3dwrl" The VRML data for the fourth web sewer 
was launched into address "http://rchemat.fo~lunecity. 
corn/-arcgis3dwrl" 
The testing was done by accessing the performance 
of web sewer based on loading time, CPU usage and fps. 
The first testing involves measuring loading time in four 
different web sewers in one Laptop computer during 
office hours and after the office hours. The second testing 
was conducted by allowing different number of users 
accessing the data from each web servers synchronously. 
The testing was handled by allowing 2 users accessing 
the data in one web sewers and continued with 4 users, 
6 users and end with 8 users. Eachuser performedthe 
Results of experiment 2: The results of h s  study were 
divided into two paJts. The first paJt was measuring the 
loadmg time in four dfferent web sewers ~unning on one 
Laptop computer. The measurement was performed by 
using stop watch and the results were produced into two 
decimal points. The results of this experiment are shown 
in Fig. 3. 
The result shows that the best web sewer was 
Spatial Research Group Web Sewer whch  has the fastest 
loading time during office hours (4.42 sec) and after the 
office hours (1.25 sec) The worst web sewers were 
ruzinoormy which took more than 7 sec to load the file 
during office hours and also after the office hours. But 
overall the four web sewers had taken less than 8 sec for 
loadmg the file whch  is not bad for accessing the system. 
The second experiment was performed by testing the 
loading time, CPU usage and frame per second (fps) by 
different number of users accessing the web sewer 
synchronously. The number of users staJted with 2 users, 
and then increased into 4, 6 and 8 users, respectively. The 
results of h s  experiment are shown in Fig. 4a-c. 
The result for load~ng time in Fig. 4a shows that when 
the number of users increases, the loadng time becomes 
much slower. T h s  may due to the time for loadmg the 
same file by many users synchronously will slows the file 
accessibility from the same web sewer. Overall, the UUM 
web sewer had the best loading time (4.45 sec) for the 
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situation when the number of users increases the CPU 
usage should also increase. But in t h ~ s  ituation most of 
the web sewer produced the opposite results. T h s  may 
due to the value of network bandwidth and queuing 
process (read and write) during the time for accessing the 
file. This was inconsistent sometimes, it recorded the 
lowest value and at other times, it recorded the hghest 
value. That is why most of the web sewers gave 
incomistent values for the CPU usage. The most 
inconsistent value for CPU usage was ~uzinoor my web 
sewer whereby, with the two users, it recorded the lowest 
value and with four users it recorded the highest value. 
This is different with Fodunecity web sewer whch  
followed the rules, whereby when the number of users 
increased the CPU usage also increased its percentage. 
On average, the Spatial Research Group web sewer 
recorded the lowest CPU usage for accessing the file 
online for the whole number of users. It m e m  that this 
sewer was the best among the other web sewers in terms 
of CPU usage value. 
In summaq, the most basic criteria for evaluating the 
performance of web sewers have among the four chosen 
web sewers are loadng time, CPU usage and fps value. It 
was found that the Spatial Research Group Sewer had the 
best value on all these criteria being tested. So based on 
this study the most suitable web sewer to be used in 
online 3D terrain visualization was these web sewer. 
Besides that this study has also successfully 
demomtrated on the effect of number of users on 
accessq  the similar data from the same web sewers. The 
results produced inconsistent value for CPU usage and 
fps value whle  loadng time value was comistent. This is 
may be due to the network bandwidth and queuing 
process (read and write) during the testing time. 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, various GIs software and web sewers 
were utilized and tested to generate the best solution for 
developing online 3D terrain visualization. It was found 
that these two issues were impodant to comider by the 
developers in order to design the online system. The 
measurement on the quality of 3D terrain visualization has 
been successfully tested on four selected GIs software. 
Ths  measurement specifically applied into VRML outputs 
generated from GIs software. The quality measured 
derived from the suggested criteria whch  is bad, 
acceptable and better. The assessment indicates that not 
all VRML file generated from GIs software were good in 
quality. Each of GIs software has its own strength and 
weakness. From the experiments, two GIs software 
produced bad quality, one produced an acceptable 
quality, and the other one produced better quality 
whereby the terrain was smoothly rendered with high 
quality image draped. At the same time, the obsewation 
on the file size also had been collected during the 
experiments. This is impodant because the file size will 
effect onrenderq time d u r q  the online streaming. If the 
file size is large, the rendering time will be slower and 
inversely increase the speed of rendering if it is small. 
This obsewation indicates that two of GIs software 
(Arc GIs and ERDAS) had generated separate file of 
VRML and textured whle the other two GIs software 
(R2V and ENVI) embed both of file together. The separate 
files were generated with smaller VRML file, whereas the 
embed file were generated with bigger VRML file. For that 
reason, it is necessaq to select the GIs software whch  
has the capability to generate VRML file with a good 
quality of visualization image and a separate file 
(VRML and image). 
On the second issue, the measurement on evaluating 
the performance of web sewer were successfully utilized 
and tested in order to find the best web sewers for 
developing online 3D terrain visualization. The 
performance of web sewer are measured based on three 
basic criteria suggested i e ,  loading time, CPUusage and 
fps. The good performance of web sewer indcates by 
speed during loadng the data, lower CPU usage and 
highest fps value during the rendering time with user 
interaction. This assessment indicates that the location 
of the web sewers link directly to the performance of web 
sewers. The Spatial Research Group web sewer which is 
located in the similar room with testing area was found to 
be the best sewer with faster loading time, lower CPU 
usage and hghest fps value. Moreover, this experiment 
also successfully demomtrated on the effect of number of 
users accessing the similar data from the same web 
sewers. The assessment indcates that the results has 
produced inconsistent value for CPU usage and fps 
value. However, the result for loadng time value was 
consistent. This mav due to the stabilitv of the network 
and queuing process (read and write) llnked directly with 
the performance of the web sewer. Overall, t h ~ s  tudy has 
been proven to be useful for the GIs developers in 
guiding them on choosing the most suitable GIs software 
and applicable web sewer on developing online 3D terrain 
visualization. 
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